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Hands on math activities for kindergarten at home

I like academic rigor... I really do! So when it comes to math, there is nothing like hands on learning math! The other day I was listening to Adam Pederson's vlog on www.TeachersLearn2.com. No showboating... just a teacher who loves teaching! I always enjoy his vlog, but this particular thing stood out to me. I liked what he had to say. During this particular
vlog, he said Mathematics is not a worksheet. Then he said, I think it's a hashtag. {Paraphrase.} Anyway, I looked up and followed her back to none other than Vickie Plant. Vickie blogs over on primary press. She's precious, she's smart, and she's got the prettiest little girl I can follow a little bit on Instagram.M I thought... wouldn't it be great to gather teachers
together to show how they do hands-on math? So, do I make sure that students have fun and learn at the same time? Yes, there are direct instructions, but I'm trying to keep this in small pieces. Nobody likes to learn with a sit and get type of training... Gaping! So it sounds like this: Today I'm going to teach you... Then I show them. Now, I'd like you to try this
with your partner. Last week, I worked at a kindergarten and worked on the plus. They put the counters in a cup and shake, shake, shake. Then they wrote the equation and used the math discussion sheet. Every day, students begged to play again. Of course, we don't start an extra school year and don't do kindergarten. We build our sense of numbers with
one side, one part, whole. Here is an activity from the beginning of October. It's in the math kit. You can read more about this HERE. Please ignore the dirty and funky shirt 8. Thank! Here we are building big numbers! This is a lesson I used to build up to the concept of counting on! Here are a few more peeks to this skill! Sometimes the concept of counting
on is hard. When using a number line, some students want to spot numbers are one... hop verses over to the next number. So I did a little hopping on my own. (Please ignore my blatant disregard for student safety... Ie... hopping with a pencil here. Lord! Once we have this downstairs, we can practice it with the stations. The game can be found HERE. We
can play the same game and just change the theme to keep the emotion going! The game can be found HERE. Other skills we practice during the math workshop are the number of connections and the families of facts. Making Math Tool Kits is a GAME CHANGER when it comes to quickly setting up and cleaning our hands math activities. Without them, SO.
Much. Hour. Is. Lost! You can learn more about Mathematical Toolkits by reading Then, in math stations, I always try to include a lot of learning games that reinforce comparisons! These thematic math workstations you can find HERE. There you go! This is what it looks like to learn about math in kindergarten... or at least (in my opinion... is what it should
look like). show). it's not a worksheet! I know that when things get stressful, it can be tempting to give busy students work (AKA: A worksheet). Resist! Your class will thank you for that! Check out some of these other hands on learning suggestions! There is always something new for us to discover as well as old favorites. I'm so grateful that we've been
taught activities... The fun and light ones that can be put together in a moment of notice! You are wonderful Jamie and I appreciate you sharing your activities and ideas! - Melissa C. I absolutely love that this takes all the prep work out by hiring my kids. It's so easy to just put up the calendar, and look at it for inspiration when we're in a funk. - Activity room
member, Rachel I found it impossible to google ideas from a million different sites, to organize, shop for supplies, etc. This is exactly what I was looking for! Thank you for doing something so organized and easy to use. - Early years of Activity User Plans, Melissa C. This takes down the need to scour the internet for ideas. It's like looking for a recipe on the
internet, so many options that often it's less overwhelming to look into a book on the shelf than the stress about too many options. - Early years of activity User Plans, Robyn G Thank you very much for these activities. They proved to me that I can be that mom who does cool and creative things with her kids! And these cool and creative things can actually be
quite simple! What a revelation. Thank!! - Seven-day challenge, Katie M. I used to be afraid in the afternoon after nap, so it was so boring doing the same thing day after day, but now I'm looking forward to our game time! - Haley S. You changed the way I spend time with my child in so many positive ways! I am now a happy dad who no longer wonders what
I'm going to do with this little guy for the next 12 hours :P your site. - Jack C. It's hard to think about things to keep 3 years entertained and engaged while taking care of the baby. Everything I've tried so far from your site, the three-year-old loved it. Your ideas are so simple and can do them for hours. Sky! - Karen I. Make your kindergarten fun again! There
are no worksheets here! Only interesting, practical activities for kindergarten! You'll find STEM, reading, math, sensory activities and more to make learning fun! Kindergarten introduces a lot of skills, but it is super important to keep learning fun! I've never met anyone who loved sitting at a desk doing worksheet after worksheet. Not to mention a five-year-
old... Click on the skills below to go directly to the most hands-on learning activities for kindergarten. Contents: (Please note these links will take you directly to these skills on this page so you don't have to scroll.) Alphabet Activities for Kindergarten While for most children the alphabet is introduced at the preschool level, it often takes its review becomes a
solidified skill. And there are also many children who arrive in kindergarten knowing very few letters. There are several steps to learn and use the letters of the alphabet to form words. Letter recognitionUppercase LettersLowercase LettersUppercase and Lower cutters CombinedBeginning SoundsVowl SoundsEnding Sounds All these skills are needed to
build successful readers! More alphabet activities for kindergarten reading and the beginning of phonics Kindergarten Activities Kindergarten learning to read is one of my favorite things! I love to hear them form these first words and start on the road to reading! Theme Fruits Write Room More Start Reader and Phonics Activities Sight Word Activities and
Printables for Kindergarten Fall Sight Word Scavenger HuntSight Word CloudsSight Word Snowglobe I Spy More Hands-On Sight Word Activities Counting Tasks and Printables for Kindergarten Color Printable Number Mini Eraser Counting Grids More Thematic Counting Grids Counting Grids for 1-10 Winter and Valentine's Day Counting Cards Fall Theme
Counting Cards PumpkinsCandy CornSquirrel and Acorn Counting CardsSpider Webs Play Dough Number Mats for Counting Thematic Number Mats for Kindergarten Math Math Dice Games for Counting More Themed Roll and Count Dice Games for Kindergarten Apple TreeUnicornFarm AnimalCrayon Box Spring Dice Games for Counting Rainy
DayFlower PotSt. Patrick's Day Flower Pot Roll and Count Summer Dice Games for Kindergarten Fall Dice Games Turkey FeathersPider Web Winter Roll and Count Dice Games Christmas Tree LightsSnowflakeGingerbread More Counting Activities Ten-Frame Counting Games Counting Theme Non-Printable Tasks Hands-On Kindergarten Counting
Activities Kindergarten Plus Activities: Plus vs. 10 more hands-on plus graphic activities activities and printables for kindergarten kindergarten 2D and 3D Form Activities and Printable Kindergarten Form Activities and Printable Form of Matching Winter Games Form Printables and Activities Hands-on Shape Games and Activities More Forms Fine Activities
Motor Learning Activities for Kindergarten Fine Motor Art and Craft Activities Snap Cube Fine Motor Mats for Learning LEGO Fine Motor Activities More Kindergarten Learning With LEGO Theme Brut Motor Games and Brain Breaks for Kindergarten Science Themes and Activities Kindergarten STEAM Activities and Printables STEM Investigations for
Kindergarten More Steam Investigations Emotions Activities for Kindergarten Emotions Sweet Printable Emotions Children must have their hands on mathematical activities that incorporate their senses, that require them to touch things, experiment and make observations, and that allow them time to investigate a further concept. Teaching mathematics with
worksheets does not encourage divergent thinking taking risks. It makes children believe that there is only one way to perform a task and that there is only one correct answer. Also, below demonstrates the symmetry of teaching with art. Teach Hands on Math with Art After your students create symmetrical images of blocks, it's a continuation of hands on
mathematical activities with games and blocks to learn about symmetry, introduce skids to cut and paste fun symmetry type. Clown Face Symmetry The first time I do clown activity face with students, do it in steps, demonstrating a step, then having the children complete the step, checking to see that each child is successful. Before, ask a parent to cut large
basic shapes and then cut each large shape in half. Give each child a large sheet of paper with a line drawn down the middle Give each student a pair of cut shapes after you demonstrate the step. I found without the structured step-by-step approach, the children randomly glued shapes, missing the concept of symmetry. Say, I glued half a circle on this side
of my line, so I have to glue another half circle on the other side of the line. Have baby glue half of one shape on one side of the line, then the other half on the other side of the line Keep repeating until all shapes are used use stickers to complete the symmetrical image Follow up activity... Print the shape sheet on colored paper or construction paper, if the
photocopier allows. The next day, give the students another paper with a line drawn in the middle. Then provide the photocopied presentation sheet. Children cut shapes and create their own symmetrical patterns (a brief review showing that the previous work may be necessary). Hands on math activity - folded paper and paint symmetry Give each child a
piece of paper 12 x 18 folded in half. Put them to open it and place two or three teaspoons of different colored liquid paint on their paper. Tell them to close the paper. Demonstrate first, showing children to carefully rub the top of the paper, but carefully. Children like to open their work to see their symmetrical drawings with the butterfly. For more fun,
embellish your images with glitter glue after it dries. Dry.
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